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This is the poetry of the San Francisco Renaissance of the 50s, reconsidered as literature: Lawrence
Ferlinghetti’s lyrical cityscapes, Jack Kerouac’s blues and haikus, Allen Ginsberg’s saxophone prophecies,
Gregory Corso’s obsessive odes, John Wieners’ true confessions, Michael McClure’s physical hymns, Philip
Lamantia’s surreal passions, Gary Snyder’s work songs, Philip Whalen’s loose sutras, Lew Welch’s hermit
visions, David Meltzer’s improvisations and discoveries, and Bob Kaufman’s jazz meditations.

Scholarship dances with poetic intuition and insight. Skip the footnotes, or not. Larry Beckett generates
where it's at, cats. —Dan Barth, poet and Beat scholar, author of Fast Women Beautiful: Zen, Beat, Baseball
Poems

I was genuinely knocked-out by [this] book. A generous & insightful work on poets writ w/ a poet's mindful
heart. Because of its timeline, I assume (& hope) there will be more. It would seem immodest for me to blast
a blurb, but my enthusiasm is genuine & immediate. —David Meltzer

Larry Beckett's vivid, highly readable testament to the Beats provides a useful introduction to this wild-side
school-out-of-school of American poetry, identifying the movement's twentieth century "oral scripture" (to
quote his essay on Philip Whalen) as enduring Gospel for the Millennium. — Tom Clark poet, author of Jack
Kerouac: A Biography

Oh sure, it's all these poems by poets whose names sing in our blood as the heart pumps; but it took Larry
Beckett to marry ink to paper in such a way that it appears the words are written on wedding sheets. —
Robin Rule poet, publisher of Beckett's Songs and Sonnets

"4.5 out of 5 stars... an intriguing exploration of the history of Beats and their poetry." - Portland Book
Review
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From reader reviews:

Michael Griffin:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important action, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a publication. Beside you can solve your short lived problem; you
can add your knowledge by the e-book entitled Beat Poetry. Try to make the book Beat Poetry as your pal. It
means that it can for being your friend when you really feel alone and beside those of course make you
smarter than before. Yeah, it is very fortuned to suit your needs. The book makes you considerably more
confidence because you can know every little thing by the book. So , let's make new experience in addition
to knowledge with this book.

Joseph Barnett:

The book Beat Poetry make you feel enjoy for your spare time. You need to use to make your capable
considerably more increase. Book can for being your best friend when you getting anxiety or having big
problem together with your subject. If you can make reading through a book Beat Poetry being your habit,
you can get much more advantages, like add your personal capable, increase your knowledge about some or
all subjects. You can know everything if you like start and read a book Beat Poetry. Kinds of book are
several. It means that, science reserve or encyclopedia or others. So , how do you think about this reserve?

Randy Acevedo:

What do you regarding book? It is not important together with you? Or just adding material when you need
something to explain what yours problem? How about your spare time? Or are you busy man? If you don't
have spare time to try and do others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored faster. And you have
free time? What did you do? Everybody has many questions above. They have to answer that question due to
the fact just their can do that will. It said that about e-book. Book is familiar in each person. Yes, it is correct.
Because start from on guardería until university need this Beat Poetry to read.

Rachel Cady:

Do you certainly one of people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained within the straightway,
hold on guys this kind of aren't like that. This Beat Poetry book is readable by simply you who hate the
straight word style. You will find the data here are arrange for enjoyable studying experience without leaving
actually decrease the knowledge that want to supply to you. The writer involving Beat Poetry content
conveys the thought easily to understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
information but it just different available as it. So , do you continue to thinking Beat Poetry is not loveable to
be your top collection reading book?
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